maxMastermind disk space management
In a rapidly developing environment your iSeries resources will become
increasingly tasked on a regular basis. As your customer base widens, or your
stock levels increase, so will the strain on your system.
It is a time consuming task for skilled personnel
to locate the areas of your organisation that are
increasing this load. maxMastermind can help by
providing detailed reports of your disk space usage,
ensuring you can predict your future requirements as
easily as possible. Users can also amend any system
allocation accordingly, or you can let maxMastermind
automatically adjust this for you. It will hold complete
information about disk space, objects and libraries on
your system making it easy and straightforward to find
any information you require and at last give you some
peace of mind.

Business Benefits
Using the Disk Management features of maxMastermind
you can drastically reduce the time taken to manage
your objects and libraries. There are a large number
of features that will aid with every stage of Disk
Management. maxMastermind provides information
that will automatically manage your file sizes and
deleted records, list objects that have been missed by
your normal back up routines, include functions to locate
redundant and un-used objects and even locate any
objects across your network of iSeries machines.
There are also a large number of pre-defined reports
that can be produced for auditing and information
purposes, e.g. multi machine library comparison report

and save file space occupancy. maxMastermind stores
complete object level history therefore reducing the time
and cost of computer audits. You can also verify that
your change control procedures are being adhered to by
using maxMastermind’s high-level automatic inquiries
and reports. As well as this you can check and fully
configure any/all object authorisations to ensure your
system is secure.
Management of your valuable resources is one of the
essential responsibilities of all IT departments. With
all the tools shipped with maxMastermind you can
avoid any unnecessary purchase of extra disk space or
larger AS/400s. You can also improve human resource
management by making sure that your skilled personnel
are available to carry out other essential tasks.

Technical Benefits
With maxMastermind you can automatically find and
recover deleted record space and reduce program size
by up to 70% by removing program observability.
Recover disk space by monitoring the size of system
history files at the touch of a button.

• maxMastermind will ensure that your programs
source can be reproduced utilising the excellent
source management features, which increase the level
of management information with maxMastermind’s
unused source code report.
• maxMastermind has a graphical presentation module,
which is the easiest way to interpret the countless
facts inherently required for good disk management.
Multiple graphs can be created over multiple systems
for inclusion in management reports/analysis.

Specifications
• Runs on any version of IBM OS/400
• Available in CISC or RISC versions
• Automatic Analysis of disk usage
• Automatic physical file capacity management
• Automatic object compression
• Automatic mark and off-line folders and documents
• Accurately predict future disk requirements
• Highlight areas of unexpected growth or shrinkage
• Full control of object authorities

Additionally:
• maxMastermind can remove the need to manually
monitor disk space dedicated to unprinted reports,
easily find redundant objects by last used date and
automatically mark and off-line shared folders and
documents.
• You can find un-referenced objects quickly with the
maxMastermind cross-referencing information. You
can also retain the information required to pass
internal or external audits.
• With maxMastermind you can ensure that you have
the level of documented evidence to ensure that your
backup procedures are not missing anything, giving
you the confidence you require in a recovery situation.
• Using maxMastermind you can check and change
any object authorities or authorisation lists giving
you full control of your objects, within one easy to use
software package.
• If change control procedures need to be verified,
maxMastermind will assist by using automatic predefined inquiries and reports. This will ensure that
system standards are being maintained.

• Full Integration with all other Maximise modules and
your existing environment, both inbuilt and through
shipped OS/400 commands.
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